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Accu-Finish 2

€ 2.500,-

Accu-Finish Series 2 is a hybrid sharpening system. It resembles traditional grinders so you quickly learn how it works.
But the technical advantage soon transpires. Tool angles are more accurate, which lowers your scrap. Almost any tool
material can be ground on the same wheels. Heat damage and fast wear is eliminated by a special low-speed lapping
process, extending your tool life. Tools with well sharpened cutting edges ensure an even better surface finish of your seals.

The Accu-Finish 2 gives you following advantages:

	 Sharper tools

	 Longer tool life

	 Less wear

	 Reduced costs
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€ 2.500,-*

Seal Maker is pleased to introduce to you our 30-degree Angle Wheel, 
specially designed for seal manufacturing tools. Greater accuracy, no heat 
development during lapping, better surface finishes and longer tool life makes 
the Accu-Finish diamond wheels the best choice for maintaining your tool 
quality.

Diamond wheels | Accu-Finish

Accu-Finish 2

		Substantial cost savings through more efficient tool utilization

	Quick and precise technology to sharpen your tools and inserts

	Successful lapping regardless of experience

	Considerable improvement in operator safety

	Clean operation - no airborne abrasive dust

Technical Data

Motor 100% duty, thermal protection,
UL certified, reversible

Spindle Drive Belt reduction (dual belts), 300 rpm, reversible

Wheels 6” diameter with ½” arbour hole. Diamond
and ceramic lapping wheels also available.

Electricity 220 Volt, 50 Hz

Dimensions 45 x 30 x 43 cm (1,8 x 1,2 x 1,7 inches) (WxHxD)

Weight 30kg

Diamond wheels EURO
SMLZ1010  Wheel 011-088 reverse angle K1200 € 480,90

SMLZ1050  Wheel 011-087 reverse angle K600 € 480,90

SMLZ1006  Wheel 011-113 reverse angle K320 € 505,40

SMLZ1015  Wheel 001-922 Face/Edge Diamond K1200 € 385,20

SMLZ1005  Wheel 001-387 Gator Fast Roughing K180 € 325,10

Accessoires EURO
SMLZ1070  Accu Finish Wheel wetting agent € 8,90

SMLZ1080  Cleaning Sticks f. diamond wheels € 19,00

SMLZ1040  Diamond Spray 1 micron (14.000 grit)) € 50,40

*Includes:
Tool sharpening machine,
Diamond wheel 011-088 1200 grit wheel,
wetting agent, spray bottle,
wheel cleaning stick, instruction manual
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